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A b s t r a c t  

Geomagnetic data of north, east, and vertical components at Croa-
tian repeat stations and ground survey sites, as well as European geo-
magnetic observatories and repeat stations, were used to obtain a regional 
geomagnetic model over Croatia at 2009.5 epoch. Different models were 
derived, depending on input data, and three modelling techniques were 
used: Taylor Polynomial, Adjusted Spherical Harmonic Analysis, and 
Spherical Harmonic Analysis. It was derived that the most accurate 
model over Croatia was the one when only Croatian data were used, and 
by using the Adjusted Spherical Harmonic Analysis. Based on Croatian 
repeat stations’ data in the interval 2007.5-2010.5, and a global Enhanced 
Magnetic Model, it was possible to estimate the crustal field at those 
sites. It was also done by taking into account the empirical adjustment for 
long-term external field variations. The higher crustal field values were 
found at those stations which are on or close to the Adriatic anomaly. 

Key words: geomagnetic repeat stations, geomagnetic field model, 
crustal field. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The geomagnetic field at the Earth’s surface is a superposition of several in-
ternal and external field contributions, which occur on different spatial and 
temporal scales. After the removal of external field contributions and their 
induced effects, there remains only the internal field, which consists of the 
core and lithospheric field. The lithospheric field varies with a shorter spatial 
scale compared to the more regular spatial trend of the core field, and is con-
sequently mainly masked by it (Thébault et al. 2006, 2010; Korte and Thé-
bault 2007, Maus 2008, 2010). To obtain an accurate model of internal 
magnetic field over some region, i.e., a regional model, it is desirable to 
combine information from ground (observatories, repeat stations, ground 
surveys), aeromagnetic, and satellite measurements. These complementary 
data sets (in spectral information content) are used to produce realistic re-
gional or only lithospheric field models, with high spatial resolution (Haines 
1985, De Santis et al. 1990, De Santis 1991; Thébault et al. 2006, Korte and 
Thébault 2007).  

There were developed several mathematical approaches by now for 
modeling of the regional field. Brief review of the earlier methods, such as 
rectangular harmonic analysis or Taylor polynomial analysis, are given in 
Haines (1985) and references therein. Haines (1985) introduced spherical 
cap harmonic analysis (SCHA). In this method, the general solution in spher-
ical coordinates of Laplace’s equation over the spherical cap includes associ-
ated Legendre functions of integral order and non-integral degree. Further 
improvements and also some reasonable simplifications of SCHA are given 
by translated origin of spherical cap harmonic analysis (TOSCA, De Santis 
1991), and adjusted spherical cap harmonic analysis (ASHA, De Santis 
1992). Based on SCHA, the revised spherical cap harmonic analysis 
(R-SCHA) was introduced (Thébault et al. 2006), in order to combine 
ground, aeromagnetic, and satellite data. The main advantage of this method 
is improved altitude dependence, and it gives a full three-dimensional de-
scription of vector lithospheric field, from ground to satellite altitude 
(Thébault et al. 2006, Korte and Thébault 2007). 

In this case study the three techniques were used for regional modeling: 
Taylor polynomial analysis (Meloni et al. 1994, Chiappini et al. 1999, Gu et 
al. 2006), Adjusted Spherical Harmonic Analysis (De Santis 1992, Chiappini 
et al. 1999, Kovács et al. 2011), and Spherical Harmonic Analysis. The first 
two methods were applied on ground data from Croatia and surrounding 
countries at 2009.5 epoch, while the third method refers to global enhanced 
magnetic model (EMM) data at 2009.5. This high-degree global model up to 
degree and order of 720 is derived from ground surveys, marine, aeromag-
netic, and satellite data (Maus 2010). The core field is described by degrees 
of 1-15, and the static lithospheric field by degrees of 16-720.  
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Relaying on definitions given in Thébault et al. (2010), the term crustal 
instead of lithospheric field will be used in this paper, since the satellite data 
are not used in the study. The crustal field will represent all the contributions 
from magnetized rocks that are below the Curie temperature, i.e., the Curie 
depth is a magnetic boundary, varying from place to place (Thébault et al. 
2010). The aim of this work was to derive the most accurate regional model 
of geomagnetic components by using different techniques, and to estimate 
the crustal field at Croatian repeat stations. In Section 2 the descriptions of 
data and techniques are given, and in Section 3 the results with discussion 
are presented, which are followed with conclusions in the ending section.  

2. DATA  SETS  AND  USED  GEOMAGNETIC  MODELS 
2.1  Data 
For modelling the regional field over Croatia, the values of X, Y, and Z geo-
magnetic components for the epoch 2009.5 were used: 10 Croatian repeat 
stations, 88 Croatian ground survey stations, 8 geomagnetic observatories, 
44 repeat stations from surrounding countries, and 2 additional points. These 
2 points were derived from EMM up to degree of 720, to fill the gap on the 
eastern part of the region of interest. Positions of all the sites are displayed in 
Fig. 1. The reference point, i.e., the pole of regional models (Sections 2.3 
and 2.4) is denoted by a cross, and its coordinates are  �0 = 44.6°N  and 
�0 = 16.5°E. Considering the points in Fig. 1a, the maximal distance be-
tween the first neighbours is 143 km, the minimal is 28 km, and the average 
 

(a)                                                                       (b) 

Fig. 1. The positions of sites used in this study: (a) Croatian repeat stations 
(squares), observatories (triangles), European repeat stations (blue circles), and two 
EMM points (black circles, see text); the pole position is denoted by a purple cross; 
and (b) Croatian repeat stations (squares) and Croatian ground survey stations  
(circles). 
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is (67 ± 31) km. The same statistics for Croatian repeat stations is: 171 km, 
94 km, and (118 ± 26) km, and for the Basic Geomagnetic Network of the 
Republic of Croatia shown in Fig. 1b: 65, 5, and (24 ± 8) km. 

The data from European observatories (annual means) and repeat sta-
tions were attained at British Geological Survey web site (http://www. 
geomag.bgs.ac.uk). The used observatories are: L’Aquila (AQU), Castello 
Tesino (CTS), Fürstenfeldbruck (FUR), Grocka (GCK), Hurbanovo (HRB), 
Nagycenk (NCK), Tihany (THY), and Wien Kobenzl (WIK). The repeat sta-
tions are from: Albania, Austria, Germany, Hungary, Italy, and FYR of 
Macedonia. 

The Croatian repeat station data for 2009.5 were reduced by AQU, GCK, 
and THY observatories, by the method described in Brki� et al. (2012). The 
ground surveys of 88 points were performed in 2008, 2009, and 2010 (Šugar 
et al. 2013). The station observations reduced primarily to 2008.5 and 
2010.5 were corrected finally to 2009.5 epoch, by using the second-order 
Taylor polynomial (see Section 2.3) of the annual change of geomagnetic 
components (2008.5-2009.5 and 2009.5-2010.5, respectively), derived from 
Croatian repeat stations and surrounding observatory data from 2008.5, 
2009.5, and 2010.5 (Vuji� et al. 2013). 

2.2  Adjustment due to the long-term external variations’ influence 
Since the long-term external variations and their induced effects do not aver-
age out entirely in observatory annual means, the same is valid for the repeat 
station and ground survey annual means (see Korte and Thébault (2007) and 
references therein). The latter two eventually suffer additionally from short-
term temporal variations influence, due to the non-perfect data reduction. 
However, it is possible to use an empirical method for estimating the influ-
ence of the long-term external variations, as proposed by Korte and Thébault 
(2007). The basic assumption is that the external influence is homogeneous 
over some region, and it can be estimated by using the records of several ob-
servatories inside the region of interest. 

In this work the annual means from FUR, GCK, and THY for 2007.5-
2010.5 epochs were used. The same procedure was used for all three ob-
servatories in establishing the long-term external influence, and their aver-
aged values of adjustments for X, Y, and Z were taken as corrections for all 
the stations in the study. First, the values predicted by EMM of degree up to 
720 were subtracted from observatory annual means. Further, the constant 
offsets (present due to local magnetic effects) and the linear trends (due to 
EMM misfit) computed for the studied time period (2007.5-2010.5), were 
subtracted from the time-series of the elements’ annual means. The remain-
der is the estimation of the long-term external influence at particular obser-
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vatory, while their means represent the estimation of the regional external in-
fluence. These adjustments, e.g., for 2009.5 epoch in X, Y, and Z were 3.4,  
–1.1, and –2.5 nT, respectively. Finally, these corrections can be subtracted 
from sites’ annual means, to obtain the final values as input for modeling. 

2.3  Taylor polynomial analysis (PA) 
The normal geomagnetic field is the mathematical estimation of a combina-
tion of the crustal and core field over a limited region. In order to describe 
the normal field over the investigated region, the Taylor polynomial over 
geographic latitude � and longitude � of the form (Meloni et al. 1994, 
Chiappini et al. 1999, Gu et al. 2006) was used: 

 � � � � � �0 0
0 0

, ,
P jP

j i
ji

j i
E a� � � � � �

�

� �

� � ���  (1) 

where E is a geomagnetic element, P is the polynomial order (P = 2, in our 
case), aji are coefficients (their count is 18), �0 = 44.6°  and  �0 = 16.5°. Such 
polynomial model does not satisfy Laplace’s equation for the scalar potential 
of the total field, but can be useful to deduce anomalous regions over some 
area (Meloni et al. 1994, Gu et al. 2006). The coefficients in Eq. 1 were de-
rived by linear regression of the element values given by that equation to 
measurements. Here the inversion problem was solved by using the singular 
value decomposition of the problem matrix (Press et al. 1992). 

To avoid the influence of the data from highly anomalous areas to the 
normal field, weighted regression (WE-fit) has been applied (Meloni et al. 
1994), in an iterative manner. The weights for each station point were initial-
ly set to 1. After the first set of normal field coefficients has been computed, 
the standard uncertainty  2 0.5[� rsd /( 6)]i i N� � �  may be obtained, where rsdi 
are the residuals, and N is the number of points that participate in regression. 
In the second regression the weight is set to 0 for the points where the resid-
ual were more than 2� and to 1 otherwise. The regression and the successive 
weighting are carried out iteratively until all of the rsd become lower than 
2�. In this manner, some sites from the original data set have been rejected. 
This is the Chauvenet’s criterion of rejection. 

Assuming the absence of the vertical electrical currents in the atmos-
phere, i.e., the curl-free condition in vertical direction, Tsubokawa (1952) 
proposed the constrained polynomial analysis (CPA) of the components, in 
which coefficients a01, a02, a11 for X component, and a10, a20, a11 for Y com-
ponent depend on each other. Thus the number of coefficients reduces to 12 
(Chiappini et al. 1999). 
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2.4  Adjusted spherical harmonic analysis (ASHA) 
In the case of current-free circumstances, the magnetic field is curl-free and 
can be expressed as the negative gradient of a scalar potential function V. 
For global scale, the potential function can be approached in terms of spheri-
cal coordinates  (r, �, �)  by spherical harmonic analysis (SHA) of the meas-
ured magnetic elements. In order to achieve good spatial representation of 
the field in a regional scale, Haines (1985) introduced the technique of 
spherical cap harmonic analysis (SCHA), proper to fit the potential to a 
spherical cap of half angle �0. 

A mathematically more simple algorithm, for not too large caps, was im-
plemented by De Santis (1992) by re-scaling the [0, �0] parameter space to 
the hemisphere [0, 90°]. This is the adjusted spherical harmonic analysis 
(ASHA), where the potential is expanded according to trigonometric and 
Legendre functions m

kP  of integer order m and degree k as: 

 � � � �� �
max

1

0 0
, , cos cos sin ,

knK k
m m m

k k k
k m

aV r a P g m h m
r

�

� �

� �� � � � � � �� 	

 �

� �  (2) 

where a is the radius of the reference sphere, Kmax is the truncation degree of 
analysis, nk is a real number given by  nk � s(k + 0.5) – 0.5, with  s = 90°/�0, 

m
kg  and m

kh  are Gauss coefficients. 
 Equation 2 is valid in hemispherical frame, and one has to perform the 

transformations of coordinates and geomagnetic elements X, Y, Z from geo-
graphical to hemispherical frame, where: 

 � �hem hem hem hem, , .B X Y Z V� � ��
�

 

This can be done in the following steps (De Santis 1992): first there are 
transformations from geographical to geocentrical frame, then to spherical 
cap frame with half angle �0, which are followed by transformations to hem-
ispherical frame. After finding elements’ values in hemispherical frame, one 
has to perform the inverse transformations to obtain the corresponding val-
ues in geographical frame, i.e., to compare it to the measurements. 

The transformations of coordinates from spherical cap frame (r�, ��, ��) 
to hemispherical frame (r, �, �) are given by (De Santis 1992, Chiappini et 
al. 1999):  

 , , ,r r s� � �� � � � � � �  (3a) 

and of the geomagnetic elements are:  
 hem cap hem cap hem cap, sin 	 sin 	 , .X X s Y Y Z Z�� � �  (3b) 
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The coefficients in Eq. 2 are derived by linear regression of X, Y, and Z 
values derived from that equation, to measurements. In this case, the inver-
sion problem was also determined by using the singular value decomposition 
of the problem matrix. It is known that some regional modelling techniques 
are more efficient when dealing with a residual field, because the errors in-
curred in truncating the series like in Eq. 2 are less emphasized (Thébault et 
al. 2006). That was the reason why the input values were annual means for 
2009.5 subtracted by EMM up to degree of 15. 

3. RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSIONS 
3.1  The geomagnetic models 
By examining the sites’ distribution (Fig. 1), one can notice that the density 
of measurement sites inside Croatia is higher than outside of it (except the 
western part, i.e. Italian stations). This fact was taken into account when 
considering which data to pick out as an input for deriving the regional 
model. In this work we have used three data sets, i.e., the three regional 
models over Croatia were derived: (i) data set A, when model input was 
Croatian and European repeat stations’, observatories’, and two additional 
EMM(720) points’ data (shown in Fig. 1a); (ii) data set B, when only Croa-
tian data (98 sites from Fig. 1b) were used as an input; and (iii) data set C, 
when all data from Fig. 1 were used (152 sites, i.e., data set A + data set B). 
The relevant parameter of the particular model misfit was the root-mean-
square (rms) of residuals (rsd), where  rsd = input-model, calculated on 98 
Croatian sites (Fig. 1b). For example, a modelling technique which gave the 
smallest rms of rsd for a given data set (A, B or C), was taken as a Model 
(i.e., Model A, Model B, and Model C).  

For deriving Model A, 64 points were used as input into PA, WE-fit PA, 
CPA, ASHA, and also global EMM(n) values were calculated at those sites, 
where  n = 15  or  n = 720. The rms of residuals out of 98 Croatian sites are 
presented in Fig. 2a. The smallest rms of residuals in X and Y are for ASHA 
modelling, with  Kmax = 11  and  �0 = 16-20°, while EMM(720) provides the 
best fit in Z component. In a case of 10 Croatian repeat stations, the smallest 
rms of residuals are for ASHA, in all three components (shown in Fig. 2a). 
The corresponding residuals of PA in X, Y, and Z are 68.7, 41.5, and 86.9 nT, 
and the same quantities for EMM(720) are 59.5, 31.0, and 88.6 nT, respec-
tively. 

In Fig. 2b and c the same results are displayed for data set B and data set 
C, respectively. It is obvious that ASHA modelling with the given para-
meters is the most accurate, in all three components. The corresponding rms 
of residuals are highest in X and lowest in Z component, and they are quite 
lower for Model B. Finally, Fig. 2d displays vector rms (square root of the 
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Fig. 2a-c. The root-mean-square (rms) of residuals of X, Y, and Z components on 98 
Croatian survey sites of three modelling techniques – Taylor polynomial (PA,WE 
PA, and CPA), EMM, and ASHA by using as an input: (a) the data set A, (b) the da-
ta set B, and (c) the data set C. “ASHA (RS CRO)” stands for ASHA rms of residu-
als calculated at 10 Croatian repeat stations, and “ASHA (CRO)” stands for ASHA 
rms of residuals calculated at 98 Croatian survey sites. 
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Fig. 2d. Vector rms (square root of the sum of squares of each single Cartesian com-
ponent rms) when data set B was used as an input into ASHA modelling, as a func-
tion of Kmax. The parameter �0 values are 16°, 18°, and 20°. 

sum of squares of each single component rms) of Model B, as a function of  
Kmax = 0-11  with  �0 = 16°, 18°, and 20° as parameter. One can notice an  
oscillatory behaviour of vector rms for  Kmax < 3, and a stabilization when 
Kmax > 8. 

By now one can conclude that Model B (by ASHA) is the most accurate 
over Croatian territory, but it was derived without data from the surrounding 
countries. Also, the rms of residuals in X and Y components are comparable 
between Model A and Model C, but in Z component are significantly lower 
for Model C. Due to this, and a comparison between Model A and Model B 
results, it is obvious that it is necessary to have a denser network than ten 
Croatian repeat stations, and to carefully choose which surrounding sites 
could be included in modelling to obtain more accurate regional model over 
Croatia. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. The Croatian sur-
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ing countries (data set 
C2). 
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That was the reason why the additional two modifications of data set C 
have been done. The first one (data set C2) is the case when all 98 Croatian 
sites together with the twelve closest neighbours from the surrounding coun-
tries (Fig. 3) were used, and in the second one (data set C3) all Croatian sta-
tions together with the surrounding eight observatories were used. Those 
results are displayed in Table 1. The results for Model C2 are better than for 
Model C3 (it was stable up to  Kmax = 10) in rms sense, and they are compa-
rable to Model B, either than Model A or C. 

Table 1  
The rms of residuals of X, Y, and Z, for data sets C2 and C3, by using the different 

modelling techniques and calculated on 98 Croatian sites (see text for details) 

rms of residuals/nT

Data set C2 X Y Z Data set C3 X Y Z 

WE PA 96.4 52.3 90.5 WE PA 92.5 52.7 96.3 
PA 80.4 49.8 87.6 PA 82.2 49.1 90.1 

CPA 81.9 51.4 87.6 CPA 84.0 49.3 90.1 
EMM1 110.4 63.1 120.7 EMM15 110.4 63.1 120.7 

EMM720 83.5 56.5 88.8 EMM720 83.5 56.5 88.8 
ASHA 

(Kmax = 11, �0 = 20°)
33.0 32.9 20.1 ASHA 

(Kmax = 10, �0 = 20°)
44.5 37.0 23.0 

ASHA 
(Kmax = 11, �0 = 16°)

43.3 35.0 19.5 ASHA 
(Kmax = 10, �0 = 16°)

50.3 37.8 21.8 

 
 
It is clear that the polynomial analysis has no way to compete with EMM 

and ASHA; the former kind of model has only 12-18 coefficients, while the 
latter kinds of models have from 144 (ASHA, Kmax = 11) to 520560 of 
EMM(720) coefficients. In addition, EMM(720) is valid over all Earth’s sur-
face so to be compared with ASHA it should be normalized to the same area. 
The 16° spherical cap surface is around 0.0194 of the entire Earth, so 
EMM(720) corresponds to 10083 coefficients over Croatia and surrounding 
area. This fact is reflected in the results of Table 1. 

Finally, the Model B derived with ASHA (Kmax = 11, �0 = 16°) for crus-
tal field, added to EMM(15) for core field, was taken as the regional model 
over Croatia for 2009.5 epoch. It corresponds approximately to a maximal 
spatial resolution of 300 km. In Fig. 4 are the isolines of X, Y, and Z compo-
nents. Note that the distortion in the western part of Croatia in all three com-
ponents is probably due to the Adriatic anomaly (Brki� et al. 2013), which 
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was recognized by our regional model, at least in some of its long and inter-
mediate wavelengths. Figure 5 shows the contours of Model B for crustal 
field, derived with ASHA (Kmax = 11, �0 = 16°), at the sea level for 2009.5 of 
X, Y, and Z components, respectively. 

  
(a)                                                               (b) 

 
                                                                                                 (c)              

Fig. 4. The regional model of: (a) X component, (b) Y component, and (c) Z compo-
nent for 2009.5 at the sea level. The isolines are in nT. 
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Fig. 5. The contours of: (a) X component, (b) Y component, and (c) Z component of 
the Model B for crustal field, derived with ASHA (Kmax = 11, �0 = 16°), at the sea 
level for 2009.5. The isolines are in nT. 
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3.2  The crustal field at Croatian repeat stations 
For estimation of the crustal field at Croatian repeat stations from X, Y, and Z 
values at epochs 2007.5-2010.5, the corresponding EMM(15) values, i.e., 
core field, were subtracted. The differences were the estimations of the 
crustal field, and the mean values over the given epochs were taken as a rep-
resentative. This was done in two ways, with and without external field ad-
justment (Section 2.2). The results are presented in Fig. 6 (with external field 
adjustment) and Table 2. The higher crustal field values are at those stations 
that are on the Adriatic anomaly (LOSI and SINP). The root-mean-square of 
residuals of Model B (derived with ASHA) at Croatian repeat stations are 
31.4, 25.3, and 10.8 nT in X, Y, and Z, respectively, and the corresponding 
values derived by EMM(16-720), i.e., the crustal field estimations, are 59.5, 
31.1, and 88.3 nT, respectively. 

The issue encountered was that the three stations do not have data for all 
of the four studied epochs. Stations LOSI and PALA were installed in 2008, 
but LOSI has to be removed due to contamination and destruction to the lo-
cation in its vicinity in 2009. The similar was valid for station MEDJ in 
2009, as reported in Brki� et al. (2012). Although the results were derived 
for all available epochs at LOSI (3 epochs) and MEDJ (4 epochs), there are 
high biases between the results for old and new locations, respectively. 
Therefore the results for these two stations are taken as means from 2009.5 
and 2010.5. 

In Table 2 the standard deviations of the crustal field values are given, 
with and without external field correction for each epoch. One can notice 
that there is general decrease of standard deviations due to this correction, 
and the mean values (out of 10) of such decreases are 1.7 nT in X, 0.4 nT  
 

Fig. 6. The crustal field at Croatian repeat stations, in X, Y, and Z components,  
together with ASHA (Model B, Kmax = 11, �0 = 16°) and EMM(16-720) estimations. 
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Table 2  
The basic statistic of the crustal field estimations at Croatian repeat stations 

Nepoch �X �Y �Z �Xc �Yc �Zc 
BARA 4 3.0 2.4 2.5 1.6 2.3 2.3 
KONA 4 3.8 2.8 2.2 1.9 2.3 1.1 
KRBP 4 3.2 1.0 2.3 1.5 0.7 1.7 
LOSI 2 3.3 1.4 1.7 0.7 0.1 1.1 
MEDJ 2 2.6 2.0 1.5 1.4 0.7 1.3 
PALA 3 3.6 0.7 3.5 2.5 1.1 2.3 
POKU 4 2.8 2.1 1.4 0.8 1.4 1.7 
PONP 4 3.9 2.7 3.0 2.4 2.3 2.4 
RACI 4 2.8 2.4 1.5 1.3 2.6 1.1 
SINP 4 2.9 2.5 2.6 0.7 2.7 2.4 
mean – 3.2 2.0 2.2 1.5 1.6 1.7 

Explanations: Nepoch is a number of epochs used in the crustal field estima-
tion, � and �c are the standard deviations of the crustal field values (in nT), 
without and with external field correction, respectively. 

in Y, and 0.5 nT in Z. The same decreases (out of 3) for observatories FUR, 
GCK, and THY are 1.6 nT in X, 0.3 nT in Y, and 0.6 nT in Z. The crustal 
field at observatory FUR was estimated to be: –15.0 ± 1.2 nT in X,  
–5.7 ± 0.5 nT in Y, and 15.6 ± 1.9 nT in Z, which is in good agreement with 
the values given in Korte and Thébault (2007). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The Croatian repeat stations’ and ground survey data of X, Y, and Z compo-
nents reduced at 2009.5 epoch, together with surrounding observatories’ and 
repeat stations’ data at the same epoch, were used to obtain the most accu-
rate geomagnetic model over Croatia. Generally the input data into regional 
modelling can suffer from several errors: measurement errors, reduction er-
rors (both due to the short-term and long-term external field variations), and 
a core field model misfit. In this study different models were derived, de-
pending on input data, and the different techniques were used for modelling: 
Taylor polynomial analysis, spherical harmonic analysis, and adjusted 
spherical harmonic analysis. 

The latter was used by changing its two parameters (truncation degree 
and spherical cap half-angle), in order to obtain the minimal and stable root-
mean-square values of model residuals. It was obtained that the most accu-
rate model was for  Kmax = 11, �0 = 16-20°, with the rms of residuals at Croa-
tian sites less than 36 nT in X, 30 nT in Y, and 12 nT in Z, and when only 
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Croatian Basic Geomagnetic Network (98) data were used as modeling in-
put. Actually this model is the regional crustal field model, and to obtain a 
model of internal field one has to add the values from a core field model. Fi-
nally, the isolines of geomagnetic components at the sea level were pro-
duced. 

By using the repeat station data in the interval 2007.5-2010.5, and a core 
field model EMM, the crustal field at Croatian stations was estimated. The 
higher values were found for the sites which lie on the regional Adriatic 
anomaly, and this anomaly was clearly recognized by the regional model. It 
was also obtained that the empirical corrections to the geomagnetic compo-
nents’ annual means, due to the long-term external field variations, generally 
resulted in the decrease of the standard deviations of crustal field values, ob-
tained for different epoch. 
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